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Studies have shown that bone marrow-derived cells play an important role in tumor recurrence after
chemotherapy and radiotherapy. In this study, we examined the relationship between the accumulation of
Gr-11CD11b1 cells and tumor recurrence after irradiation in tumor-bearing mice. By transplanting bone
marrow cells into whole body-irradiated mice depleted of bone marrow, we assessed the role of
Gr-11CD11b1 cells in lung carcinoma models after local irradiation (LI). 20 Gy local irradiation could
recruit CD11b1CXCR41 cells into the irradiated tissues, and the recruited CD11b1CXCR41 cells could
promote tumor recurrence. Further 6 Gy whole body irradiation (WBI6Gy) could decrease tumor
recurrence by inhibiting the accumulation of Gr-11CD11b1 cells and then suppressing tumor
vasculogenesis and angiogenesis. Our results suggest that the accumulation of CD11b1Gr-11 cells
promote tumor re-growth after local irradiation by enhancing tumor neovascularization, and low dose of
whole body irradiation or irradiation of enlarged spleen may provide a new alternative for anti-angiogenesis
therapies.

E
pidemiological, clinical and experimental studies have demonstrated a link between chronic inflammation
and cancer progression1–3. Tumor angiogenesis is a crucial step in tumor development since tumors have to
establish a blood supply to grow and metastasize4,5. Mounting evidence has shown that tumor-infiltrating

myeloid cells, such as tumor-associated macrophages (TAMs)6–8, Tie-2 expressing monocytes (TEMs)9,10,
endothelial progenitor cells (EPCs)11–13, play a pivotal role in tumor angiogenensis. In some tumors, upon
recruitment to tumors, these cells contribute to the revascularization by incorporating into the pre-existing
vessels or secreting pro-angiogenic factors5,14. The two processes are referred to as vasculogenesis and angiogen-
esis, but their exact mechanisms have been poorly understood5.

Gr-11CD11b1 myeloid cells of myeloid macrophage/DC (dendritic cells) lineage are significantly increased
in spleen and bone marrow of tumor-bearing animals and elevated Gr-11CD11b1 myeloid cells are associated
with impaired immune reactivity and tumor progression15–17. Tumor tissues tend to express high levels of chemo-
tactic factors such as CXCL12, CCL2, and stem cell factor (SCF), which recruit Gr-11CD11b1 myeloid cells to
the tumors2,18,19. The recruited cells are then involved in the tumor vasculature by secreting MMP9 (Matrix
Metalloproteinases 9) or differentiating into endothelium-like cells or other vascular cells20–22. It has been well
documented that Gr-11CD11b1 myeloid cells play a crucial role in the regulation of tumor neo-vasculature and
tumor recurrence23. TAMs and TEMs have been reported to play a key role in the tumor recurrence after
irradiation24–26, but the underlying mechanism by which Gr-11CD11b1 myeloid cells promote tumor recur-
rence after local irradiation (LI) remain unclear. In this study, we examined the roles of various Gr-11CD11b1

myeloid cells in the post-LI re-growth in a lung tumor model.

Results
Accumulation of Gr-11CD11b1 myeloid cells with the progression of Lewis lung carcinoma in tumor-
bearing mice. The presence of Gr-11CD11b1 cells was flow cytometrically evaluated in the bone marrow,
spleen, and peripheral blood (Fig. 1A–C). First, we examined the Gr-11CD11b1 cells in the bone marrow
(Fig. 1A). It was found that two weeks after tumor inoculation, over 40% of the bone marrow cells expressed Gr-
11CD11b1 makers in LCC tumor-bearing mice, but only 21% of the bone marrow cells did so in normal mice.
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The proportion of Gr-11CD11b1 cells was also significantly
increased to over 15% in spleen and 20% in the peripheral blood in
tumor-bearing mice, against a ratio of less than 5% in normal mice
(Fig. 1B and C). More importantly, the weight of the spleen of tumor-
bearing mice were 7 times more than that of the control mice 35 days
after tumor inoculation(Fig. 1D and E). The inflammatory cells in the
lung also increased with the accumulation of Gr-11CD11b1 mye-
loid cells (Fig. 1F). These findings suggest that tumor progression
affects the environment of the host, as manifested by the accumu-
lation of Gr-11CD11b1 cells and, especially, the infiltration of GR-
11CD11b1 cells into the spleen was a major contributor to this
accumulation (Fig. 1E and F).

Egress of CD11b1 myeloid cells to the peripheral blood and the
recruitment of CD11b1 CXCR41 myeloid cells to the tumor

induced by local irradiation. In order to know whether local
irradiation could induce the migration of Gr1CD11b1 cells into
the tumors, in vivo imaging system was used to monitor the local
infiltration of mononuclear cells from the bone marrow and spleen of
tumor-bearing mice. The imaging showed that DIL-stained cells
could infiltrate into the 20 Gy-irradiated tumors but not into the
non-irradiated tumors (Fig. 2A and B). Some of the infiltrating DIL-
stained cells expressed CD11b marker (Fig. 2A). Flow cytometry
showed that 20 Gy LI could significantly promote the migration of
CD11b1Gr-11 cells into the peripheral blood one week after irra-
diation as compared with LLC-bearing mice without irradiation
(Fig. 2C) (44.73% vs 26.53%, P , 0.001). The CD11b1Gr-11 cells
were also recruited to the irradiated tumor tissues, accounting for 9%
of the total irradiated tumor cells against a less than 5% ratio in their
non-irradiated counterparts (Fig. 2D). HE staining showed the area

Figure 1 | Accumulation of Gr-11CD11b1cells in LCC tumor-bearing mice. Flow cytometry analysis revealed that the proportion of Gr-11

CD11b1cells in the bone marrow (A) peripheral blood (B) and spleen (C) of tumor-bearing mice were increased with tumor progression. Increase in

spleen weight followed the same pattern (D&E). HE staining showed that the inflammatory cells in the lung also increased with the accumulation of

Gr-11CD11b1 myeloid cells (F), Scale bar, 50 mm. n 5 10 mice for each group. All the experiments were repeated three times.
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of tumor necrosis was significantly larger in 20 Gy LI-irradiated
tumors (Fig. 3A and B) and the number of recruited CD11b1 cells
adjacent to the necrotic tissues was also increased in LLC mice
(Fig. 3A and C) 1 week after 20 Gy local irradiation. These results
indicated that irradiation altered the microenvironment of the tumor
and thereby recruited Gr-11CD11b1 cells into the tumor tissues.

20 Gy irradiated tumors were immunofluorescently examined for
the co-expression of CD11b1CXCR41 cells and results showed that
number of cells expressing both CD11b1 and CXCR41_were
increased in the tumor tissues 7 days after irradiation (Fig. 4).
Then AMD3100 was used to block the interaction between CXCR4
and SDF-1 to further confirm the role of CXCR4 in the recruitment
of Gr-11CD11b1 cells into the irradiated tumors34. Tumor-bearing
mice were given AMD3100 two days before irradiation and the treat-
ment lasted for 9 days. The infiltration of CD11b1CXCR4 cells was
reduced upon AMD3100 treatment (Fig. 4B). It was found that
AMD3100 treatment abolished the effect of LI on the recruitment
of CD11b1 cells into the tumors, confirming the involvement of the
CXCR4-expressing cells in the recruitment. Significantly, the

infiltration of CD11b1CXCR41 cells into the irradiated tumors
was also decreased by WBI6Gy, which destroyed the bone marrow
and depleted leukocytes temporarily (for 1.5–2 weeks) from the blood
circulation (Fig. 4A and B). The finding suggested that WBI6Gy
could effectively inhibit the recruitment of Gr-11CD11b1 cells to
the irradiated tumors. Transplantation of bone marrow from tumor-
bearing mice into the WBI mice could restore the recruitment of
Gr-11CD11b1 cells in the WBI mice. Taken together, the above
findings suggested that LI could increase the size of necrotic areas
and the infiltration of CD11b1CXCR41 cells into the microenviron-
ment of the tumors, and SDF -1a-CXCR4 axis plays an important
part in the recruitment of CD11b1cells. Consistent with our results,
other studies have shown that recurrent tumors following irradiation
or tumors growing in an irradiated normal tissue were more hyp-
oxic25,38 and therefore had elevated HIF-1 levels, which could induce
the expression of SDF-1a and impact the SDF -1a-CXCR4 axis.

Delay of post-irradiation tumor recurrence by whole body
irradiation via decreasing the accumulation of Gr-11CD11b1

Figure 2 | Recruitment of mononuclear cells from the bone marrow of tumor-bearing mice to the irradiated tumors. DIL-stained mononuclear cells

were recruited to the irradiated tumor (A), as shown by in vivo bioluminescent imaging (BLI) (B). The experiment was repeated three times. LI20Gy

induced Gr-11CD11b1cell migration into the peripheral blood (C) and the irradiated tumor tissues (D). Mice in A were drawn by T.L. n 5 10 mice for

each group.

Figure 3 | Recruitment of the CD11b1 mononuclear cells to tumor necrotic tissues by local irradiation. HE staining showed a marked increase in

necrotic regions (N) (A&B) 1 week after 20 Gy local irradiation. Immunohistochemical staining demonstrated that he recruitment of CD11b1 cells in

Lewis lung carcinomas was also enhanced (A&C). ww: P , 0.01. n 5 10 mice for each group. All the experiments were repeated three times.
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cells. In view of the fact that WBI significantly decreased the
accumulation of Gr-11CD11b1 cells, especially in the spleen, we
further examined the effect of WBI on tumor growth. Tumor-
bearing mice were treated with a sub-lethal dose of 6 Gy WBI and
then the efficacy of the same radiation dose (20 Gy) administered
either locally to tumors alone (LI20Gy) or LI14Gy in combination
with 6 Gy WBI was compared. The growth of LCC tumors in C57BL/
6 mice was initially arrested in both groups, while the tumor started
to re-grow about 8 days later (Fig. 5A). It was noteworthy that the
tumor growth was significantly delayed (12 days) in the mice treated
with both LI and WBI as compared to LI alone (Fig. 5B). Moreover,
WBI did not change the weight, appearance, or behavior of the mice
(data not shown).

We then examined if post-irradiation tumor recurrence was cor-
related with accumulation of Gr-11CD11b1 cells in the spleen
(Fig. 5C). LI reduced the spleen weight, but WBI6Gy decreased the
spleen weight more significantly (Fig. 5D), although the proportions
of CD11b1Gr-11 cells didn’t experience significant change
(Fig. 5E). More importantly, flow cytometry exhibited that the per-
centage of Gr-11CD11b1 cells in the peripheral blood and irra-
diated tumor tissues were also reduced significantly (Fig. 5F and G).

These results suggested that Gr-11CD11b1 cells in the spleen
might play an important role in the post-irradiation recurrence. One
day after WBI6Gy, the irradiated mice were reconstituted with bone
marrow cells from LLC-bearing mice without irradiation. BM recon-
stitution one day after LI plus WBI resumed the accumulation of
CD11b1Gr-11 cells in the spleen and infiltration of CD11b1Gr-
11cells into the irradiated tissues, and thereby accelerated the tumor
growth. We were led to conclude that WBI can significantly decrease
the accumulation of CD11b1Gr-11cells in the spleen, reduce the
infiltration of Gr11CD11b1 cells in the tumor, and finally delay the
tumor re-growth after irradiation.

Elimination of CD11b1 myelomonocytic cells-derived neovascu-
lature by WBI6Gy. MVD in the harvested tumors of different
groups was examined. LI14Gy plus WBI6Gy significantly de-
creased MVD counts (P , 0.05) in the Lewis-lung carcinoma mo-

dels as compared with LI20Gy alone (Fig. 6E). Moreover, bone
marrow transplantation (with the proportion of CD11b1Gr-11

cells from LLC-bearing mice being over 50%) one day after
WBI6Gy abrogated the decrease and restored the CD31-expressing
neo-vasculature (Fig. 6E). Monocytes/macrophages have been
known to promote tumor neo-vasculature by direct incorporation
into tumor endothelia or by paracrine secretion of pro-angiogenesis
factors such as MMP-9, iNOS. One week after LI20Gy alone, frozen
tumor sections were examined for co-expression of CD11b with
CD31, a-SMA, MMP-9 and iNOS. Histological examination showed
that the proportions of vessels co-expressing CD11b1CD311 or
CD11b1a-SMA1 to total CD31- or a-SMA-expressing vessels
were 14.31% 6 2.43% and 12.50% 6 4.12% (Fig. 6A and C). On
the other hand, the proportions of cells co-expressing CD11b1

MMP-91 or CD11b1 iNOS1 to MMP-9- or iNOS-expressing
cells were 65.44% 6 11.18% and 93.50% 6 4.12% (Fig. 6B and D).
These findings showed that pro-angiogenesis factors may play a
more important role in neovasculature and irradiated tumors were
able to recruit CD11b1 cells, which were involved in neovasculature
more through an angiogeneic way than vasculogenenic way.

Role of iNOS in CD11b1 myelomonocytic cells-derived neova-
sculature. iNOS expression in irradiated tumor tissues were then
examined. IHC confirmed that LI20Gy increased the iNOS expres-
sion in the irradiated tumors while WBI6Gy abrogated the increase
of iNOS expression (Fig. 7A and B). However, bone marrow
transplantation one day after WBI6Gy could restore the expression
of iNOS in locally-irradiated tumor tissues. Then, tumor tissues were
flow cytometrically separated into tumor cells and stromal cells.
Moreover, the NO immunofluorescence density (DAF-FM DA
probe) were found to be significantly higher in the stromal tissues
than in the tumor tissues (P , 0.05) (Fig. 7C–G). These data
suggested that after irradiation iNOS from stromal cells was the
major pool for NO and the infiltrating CD11b1 cells highly
expressing iNOS had the potential to mediate tumor recurrence by
enhancing tumor neovasculature after local irradiation.

Figure 4 | Decreased recruitment of bone marrow cells to the irradiated tumor tissues by whole body irradiation of 6 Gy (WBI6Gy) and AMD3100.
WBI6Gy and AMD3100 (an antagonist of CXCR4) could block the infiltration of CD11b1CXCR41 cells after 20 Gy irradiation by immunofluorescent

staining (A&B). Bone marrow reconstitution of the WBI mice with BM from tumor-bearing mice without irradiation could resume the infiltration of

Gr-11CD11b1 cell. ww: P , 0.01; not significant (n.s.). n 5 10 mice for each group. All the experiments were repeated three times.
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Discussion
Tumor vasculature is derived from sprouting of local vessels (angio-
genesis) and bone marrow (BM)-derived circulating cells (vasculo-
genesis)14. Owing to the tumor-bed effect37,38, tumor angiogenesis is
abrogated due to the destruction of the pre-existing blood vessels
after irradiation. Several studies have demonstrated that CD11b1

bone marrow-derived cells, such as TAMs and TEMs, play a crucial
role in promoting tumor recurrence after irradiation by promoting
vasculogenesis rather than angiogenesis24,25. TEMs, TAMs and
MDSCs are all subpopulations of the total tumor infiltrating
CD11b1 myeloid cells, and they could be distinguished from each
other by their specific surface marker profile14. Therefore, Gr-
11CD11b1 myeloid cells, which were also of bone marrow origin,

were believed to promote tumor neovasculature after irradiation22–25

but the detailed mechanisms were not fully understood.
CD11b 1 Gr-1 1 myeloid cells can expand systemically in bone

marrow, spleen and peripheral blood20,21. In this study, by using the
Lewis lung carcinoma model, we demonstrated that accumulation of
Gr-11CD11b1 myeloid cells in tumor-bearing mouse, especially in
spleen, were associated with the progression of tumors. More impor-
tantly, we also revealed that Gr-11CD11b1 cells could promote
tumor recurrence by increasing MVD of irradiated LLC. An array
of chemokines, growth factors, and adhesion molecules are required
to work in concert with bone marrow cells to be mobilized to the
peripheral bloods and recruited to tumor tissues. In particular,
CXCR4 plays an important part in the recruitment of inflammatory

Figure 5 | Effect of whole body irradiation of 6 Gy on the re-growth of LLC after local irradiation. Whole body irradiation of 6 Gy could significantly

delay the re-growth of LLC after local irradiation, while bone marrow transplantation one day after WBI6Gy could restore the re-growth (A&B). Effect of

WBI6Gy on the size and weight of the spleen in tumor-bearing mice also was tested(C&D). Flow cytometry analysis revealed that the percentages of the

Gr-11CD11b1cells in the spleens remained unchanged (E) while the spleen weight was significantly reduced after WBI6Gy (C). The proportions of the

Gr-11CD11b1cells in the peripheral blood (F) and irradiate tumor tissues (G) were also decreased. Meanwhile, the transplantation of bone marrow cells

could restore the spleen weight and accumulation of Gr-11CD11b1cells. w: P , 0.01; not significant (n.s.). n 5 10 mice for each group. All the

experiments were repeated three times.
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cells to the irradiated tumor tissues33. SDF-1/CXCR4 axis is also
implicated in the recruitment of hematopoietic stem cells and pro-
genitor cells, supporting our observation that Gr-11CD11b1 cells
had differentiation potential and were progenitor-like EPCs18,19. Our
data also showed that infiltration of Gr-11CD11b1 cells into the
irradiated tumor tissues could be significantly reduced by using the
CXCR4 antagonist AMD3100 and 6 Gy whole body irradiation.
More importantly, 6 Gy whole body irradiation could significantly
decrease the accumulation of Gr-11CD11b1 cells in an enlarged
spleen, which have been demonstrated to be associated with tumor
progression. Finally, we showed that 6 Gy whole body irradiation
could delay the recurrence of Lewis lung carcinoma after local irra-
diation by reducing the accumulation of Gr-11CD11b1 cells.

We exhibited that CD11b1 myeloid cells in the irradiated tumors
could functionally mimic CD31-expressiong endothelial cells and a-
SMA-expressing mural cells, and thereby increased the microvessel
density and, in the same way, promoted tumor recurrence. These
results indicated that Gr-11CD11b1 cells could enhance vasculo-
genesis to promote MVD in the irradiated tumors and might play an
important role in the tumor recurrence after irradiation. Different
studies yielded different results concerning the roles of bone mar-
row-derived cells in tumor neo-vasculature, and the discrepancies
might partly be due to different models used5,14. Our data also showed
that Gr-11CD11b1 myeloid cells were mostly the bone-marrow
cells and spleen cells in tumor bearing mice (Fig. 1A), suggesting
that Gr-11CD11b1 myeloid cells may play a more important role
than other CD11b1cells in tumor neo-vasculature. This speculation
warrants further study.

Some studies reported that myeloid inflammatory cells, after being
recruited to tumor tissues, could directly incorporate into the exist-
ing blood vessels and/or secrete pro-angiogenetic factors, such as
MMP-9 and iNOS14,20,22, to promote tumor recurrence after irra-
diation. CD11b1 cells could express high level of matrix metallo-
proteinase-9 (MMP-9), which has been found to play a crucial role in
tumor vasculogenesis in a pre-irradiated model22, and promote
tumor angiogenesis39,40. CD11b-positive myelomonocytic cells from
the transplanted BM were responsible for tumor growth and the
development of immature blood vessels in MMP-9 knockout mice
receiving wild-type BM22. This suggests that MMP-9 also plays an
important role in tumor neo-vasculature after irradiation. More
interestingly, our data showed that more than 95% infiltrated
CD11b1cells expressed iNOS, partly owing to the high impression
of NF-kb after irradiation. As a signaling molecule, NO (Nitric
oxide) regulates various vascular functions, including angiogenesis,
blood flow, vascular permeability and micro-lymphatic flow35. The
elevated expression of iNOS (inducible nitric oxide synthase) in
infiltrating CD11b1cells after irradiation showed that iNOS might
play an important role in the revasculation36. Various studies also
showed that NO could both promote and inhibit tumor progression
and metastasis41–43. The effects of NO in tumors seem to depend on
the activity and localization of NOS isoforms, concentration, dura-
tion of NO exposure, and cellular sensitivity to NO43. The effect of
altered NO levels on tumor growth and angiogenesis has also been
well studied by pharmacological manipulation with either NO
donors or NOS inhibitors. Treatment of mice bearing mammary
and squamous carcinomas with NG-nitro-L-arginine methyl ester,

Figure 6 | The role of CD11b1 BMDCs in the angiogenesis and vasculogenesis processes of Lewis tumors one week after 20 Gy local irradiation.
Double immunostaining of CD11b with CD31, a-SMA, MMP-9 and iNOS for tumor sections were used to demonstrate the role of CD11b1 BMDCs in

tumor neovasculature. Quantification of CD31-positive vessels per HPF in the tumor sections was used to identify tumor microvessel density (E).

Immunostaining revealed the vessels co-expressing CD11b1CD311/a-SMA1 in tumor sections (A).Immunostaining showed the proportions of vessels

co-expressing CD11b1CD311 or CD11b1a-SMA1 to total CD31- or a-SMA-expressing vessels in tumors sections(C). Immunostaining revealed the

cells co-expressing CD11b1MMP-91/iNOS1 in tumors sections (B). Immunostaining showed the proportions of cells co-expressing CD11b1MMP-

91 or CD11b1 iNOS1 to MMP-9- or iNOS-expressing cells in tumors sections (D). Not significant (n.s.). n 5 10 mice for each group. All the

experiments were repeated three times.
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a universal NOS inhibitor, as well as specific inhibition of iNOS by
either 1400 W or L-nil, reduced subcutaneous tumor growth and
vessel development44–46. A single dose of the NOS inhibitor NG-
nitro-L-arginine (L-NNA) was shown to induce an acute and sus-
tained reduction in human tumor blood volume, providing clinical
evidence that inhibition of NOS has anti-tumor vascular effects47.
The importance of host-derived NO for tumor growth has also been
genetically investigated in iNOS knockout mice, in which tumor
growth and vascularization were decreased48. Although tumor cells
are also a major source of NO, which can affect angiogenesis and
modulate tumor progression, our data showed that, after irradiation,
most of the NO came from the mesenchymal cells.

To sum up, our results showed that Gr-11CD11b1 cells were
associated with tumor progression and could promote tumor recur-
rence after irradiation by enhancing tumor neovascularization.
Moreover, recruited CD11b1cells highly expressing iNOS may play
an angiogenic role in tumor neovascularization. Then whole body
irradiation of 6 Gy was proven to be an effective way to delay the
recurrence in LLC-bearing mice after local irradiation by depleting
the accumulation of Gr-11CD11b1 cells, especially in the spleen.

More interestingly, irradiation of enlarged spleen might provide a
novel alternative of anti-angiogenesis therapies.

Methods
Mice. Male C57BL/6 mice, aged 8–10 weeks, were purchased from Beijing University
(Beijing, China). The mice were maintained on a chow diet on a 12-hour light/12-
hour dark cycle at 25uC in the Animal Care Facility of Tongji Medical College by
strictly following the institutional guidelines.

Cell culture. Lewis lung carcinoma (LLC) cells were obtained from the American
Type Tissue Collection (Manassas, Virginia, USA) and maintained by employing
standard cell culture techniques. LLC cells were cultured in RPMI 1640 supplemented
with 10% FBS (Gibco, Grand Island, NY).

Tumor models. Lewis lung caner cells (5 3 105) were injected subcutaneously (s.c.)
onto the back of the mouse approximately 1 cm proximal to the base of the tail.
Tumors were measured with a caliper and tumor volumes (mm3) were calculated by
the following formula: Volume 5 length 3 width2 3 p/6.

Treatment of animals. Treatments were initiated when the mean diameter of tumor
reach 0.75 cm. The tumor-bearing mice were given 20 Gy local irradiation (LI) or
14 Gy local irradiation in combination with 6 Gy sublethal whole body irradiation
(WBI) to suppress the bone marrow and temporarily deplete leukocytes24,28. Some

Figure 7 | iNOS expression in the Lewis tumor tissues. IHC staining showed that iNOS-stained cells accumulated in the mesenchymal tissues and

necrotic areas (A). IHC staining revealed that the Lewis tumor cells expressed iNOS protein after irradiation (B). In situ flow cytometrical determination

of the nitric oxide in tumors also was done. The tumor tissues were separated into mesenchymal cells (P1) and parenchymal cells (P2) (C&D). Flow

cytometric analysis showed the percentage of DAF-FM DA1 cells of the total cells in P1 and P2 gates (E&F). Fluorescence density of DAF-FM DA probes

in tumor tissues (G). ww: P , 0.001; w: P , 0.01; not significant (n.s.). n 5 10 mice for each group. All the experiments were repeated three times.
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mice were injected AMD3100 (Sigma-Aldrich, at 5 mg/kg i.p., twice a day), a specific
CXCR4 inhibitor. On the third day, mice were administered 20 Gy LI 2 hours after
the first dose of AMD-3100. AMD3100 was injected until the mice were sacrificed26.
One day after the WBI6Gy, bone marrow was harvested from the femurs of the
tumor-bearing mice. Then cells (1 3 107) were injected i.v. through the tail vein of
WBI-irradiated recipient mice. Therapeutic efficacy was measured by the time taken
for tumors to grow from 7.5 mm to 10 mm in diameter.

Flow cytometry. Single-cell suspension was prepared from resected tumors which
were lysed with 1% collagenase (Sigma-Aldrich). Cells from spleens, bone marrows
and peripheral blood were collected by mechanical disruption. Red blood cells were
removed by hypotonic lysis. Cells were then washed and stained for 30 minutes on ice
with antibodies in PBS with 1% inactivated fetal calf serum by following instructions.
The antibodies, CD11b(130-081-201)29, Gr-1(130-091-931)30, used for flow
cytometry were procured from Miltenyi Biotec.

Cells tracking. Mononuclear cells (BM-MNCs) were obtained by flushing tibia and
spleen from the LLC-bearing mice. Briefly, cells were labeled with the lipophilic
membrane dye Dil (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) according to the manufacturer’s
protocol at 37uC for 1 h. The cells were then collected and observed under a confocal
microscope for labeling rate. Bioluminescent imaging (BLI) was performed by
utilizing the IVIS Imaging System (Xenogen, Baltimore, MD) 3 and 7 days after the
Dil-Staining cells (1 3 106 cells) were injected via the tail veins.

Western blot analysis. For Western blotting, tumor tissue lysates were loaded onto
10% SDS-PAGE, transferred to nitrocellulose membrane and then incubated for
immunoblotting by using primary antibodies. Secondary antibodies conjugated to
alkaline phosphatase were purchased from Jackson ImmunoResearch Laboratories
Inc. and used at 1510,000 dilutions. The primary antibodies against NF-kB p65
(ab31481, Abcam) or iNOS (ab15323, Abcam) were purchased from Abcam. b-actin
was from Santa Cruz Biotechnology Inc.

Immunohistochemical and immunofluorescent staining. For necrosis assay, LLC
tumor sections were HE-stained and histopathologically examined to identify
necrotic areas in tumor tissues. CD11b1 cells accumulation was
immunohistochemically assessed in formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded 4 mm thick
tumor serial sections by using a rabbit anti-mouse CD11b antibody (Bioss, Beijing).
Frozen tissue sections were co-immunostained with rat anti-mouse CD11b-FITC
(ab24874, Abcam) and rabbit anti-CD31 (SAB1302548, sigma), CXCR4 (ab2074,
Abcam), Cy3-conjugated mouse anti-a-SMA (15400; Sigma) antibodies, anti-iNOS
(ab15323, Abcam) or anti-MMP-9 (Bioss, Beijing). Then staining with anti-CD 31
antibody, anti-CXCR4 antibody, anti-iNOS antibody and anti-MMP-9 antibody was
followed by staining with a DyLight 488-conjugated goat anti-rabbit secondary
antibody (15200; Jackson ImmunoResearch).

Microvessel density. To evaluate tumor angiogenesis, microvessel density (MVD)
was determined by immunohistochemical staining of CD3131. The generally accepted
criteria for determining a vessel profile32 were used. Any stained endothelial cell or
endothelial cell cluster that was separate from adjacent microvessels was counted as a
microvessel. Vessel lumens were not essential for the identification of a microvessel.

Histological assessment. For CD11b1 cells in tumors, only DAPI-positive (viable
tissues) areas were subjected to confocal microscopy22,24. The ratios of MMP-91,
iNOS 1, CD311, a-SMA1 cells to CD11b1 cells in the selected fields were
calculated as percentage of CD11b-positive area. Images were captured using a
LMS510 confocal microscope (ZEISS, Germary), and were analyzed by using Image-
Pro Plus 6.0 software package (Media Cybernetics, MD). For each tumor, five fields
were randomly selected from immunohistochemically or immunofluorescently
stained slices, and, with each group, 5 to 6 tumors were studied.

Flow cytometrical analysis of NO. Single-cell suspension was made from resected
tumors. The cells were incubated with 5 mM fluorescent probe DAF-FM DA (3-
amino, 4-aminomethyl-29, 79-difluorescein, diacetate; Beyotime, China) in the dark
at 37uC for 30 minutes. The cells were rinsed with HEPES-NaOH (pH 7.5) three times
(2 min each time) to remove excess fluorescence and further incubated in the dark in
probe-free medium (30 min, 37uC) before flow cytometrical analysis (FACSCalibur,
BD).

Ethics statement. All experiments were approved by the local ethics committee for
animal welfare (Animal Care and Utilization Committee of Huazhong University of
Science and Technology, Wuhan, China) and complied with the guidelines for the
welfare of animals for experimental cancer research27. All surgeries and irradiation
procedures were performed under sodium pentobarbital anesthesia, and efforts were
made to minimize the animal suffering.

Statistical analysis. All data were expressed as mean 6 SEM. Differences among
groups were evaluated by ANOVA or the unpaired Student’s t test by using GraphPad
Prism5 software. A P value ,0.05 was considered to be statistically significant.
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